In Part I u we introduced the notion of 2. . Dual bases were considered in case of quasi-free (2.) Frobenius extensions Also the case of a semi-primary or S-ring ground ring was studied.
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TADASI NAKAYAMA AND TpSIRO TSUZUKU Kasch's [10] case are needed. In § 10 the case of a quasi-Frobenius ground ring is considered. Thus, Hall's [15] theorem (on the ordinary scalar product in vector-modules over a quasi-Frobenius ring) is observed to be transferable to the case of a regular sesqui-linear scalar product in projective modules, and this is combined with § 9 to consider residue-rings of (quasi-Frobenius) Frobenius extensions of a quasi-Frobenius ring. § 6. Relative homological dimensions in Frobenius dimensions.
First we proceed in parallel with I, § 3, generalizing Hirata [6] . Let A be a ring (with unit element) and B a subring of A (containing the unit element of A). LEMMA In case Λ is β-Frobenius over B, we have an A -isomorphism A®n(β, 2)
Let 2 be an A-left-module and m a B-left-module. Then
Hom^-'ίΛ, (j9, 2))=Hom*(Λ, 2), by I, (18) (used above repeatedly). In combination with the above remark it follows that the (Λ, J3)-injectivity too This proves one half of Th.20, and the other half is seen dually. where /' denotes the element of (β, 2) corresponding to an element / of 2.
For, the A-homomorphic feature of a may be seen in We prove the following refinement of Kasch [10] , Satz 5 and Nakayama- Next we prove that the sum
is a right-ideal in @ = A/£i+ + i4/Z£ w ((ll)). Namely, with JC = -\-v n y n^ A(y^^e^B) and jεΰwe have
••• -f )
for any £e£ and /c, which means
This shows J5/&6cjB/Jgi+ +BιE n , for any *, and therefore (13) As this holds for every v = 1, . , . , n and as Aβ\AΛ-' ' * -f Ae n A -A by (9) (and #v£, = tϋ, we obtain
where, as we proved above with respect to Aι in stead of A itself, the sum is direct and each Biv^ is ZMeft-isomorphic to Be,. So A is |3-Frobenius over Z?, and the second half of our theorem is proved.
The verification of the first half is rather straight-forward. Thus, assume that We wish to show that the map is an isomorphism. Let, for this purpose, where a 1 denotes, as in our theorem, the inverse of the automorphism a of Au
The first half of our theorem is thus proved too.
Remark. The necessity of the rather strong assumption on the extend-(to a) of the automorphism β f in our theorem, seems to come from subgroup ©o of finite index in (S and is indeed the set of inner automorphisms of A induced by (all) the regular elements of a semisimple subring T of A having finite rank over the center C of A) then A is a Frobenius extension of the fixed subring B of ($. As Kasch [10] briefly remarks, the same holds with a complete automorphism group of (a simple ring with minimum condition) A whose subgroup of inner automorphisms is of finite index and is induced by (all) the regular elements of a subring T of A Frobenius over C, the center of A, provided that the product of T r and Aι is a tensor product over CA -Cι) and A is projective with respective to the endomorphism ring of A generated by @ and Aι Curtis [14] discusses when this last is the case.
One might try to make a further generalization by replacing here "Frobenius". with our "2.Frobenius". But this would be rather meaningless. For, firstly, since C is a field, every 2.Frobenius extension T of C is free and, moreover, since C should naturally be in the center of T, T must be 1.Frobenius. (If we should consider a Galois theory of non-simple, and perhaps nonsemisimple, rings, then it would probably be useful to consider "non-free 1.Frobenius" case, However, as the developement of Galois theory for such general rings seems still to be at an unsatisfactory stage (except with the outer Galois theory), we shall not go into such a consideration here).
Namely, if A is a β-Frobenius extension of a ring B and if B is contained in
In this context we want to remark, however, that the field property makes no hindrance for having a non-1.Frobenius 2.Frobenius extension. As the Left e/-ideals are defined similarly.
THEOREM 26. Let A be a 2.Frobenius extension of B. For every right dideal x of A the left annihilator Ix is a left d-ideal of A and its right annihilator is r, that is } (19)
r/r = r.
[Similarly "ZMeft" in the second line in Prop. 16 should read "ϋ?-right" (in order to be in accord with "l r )" in the third line. However, if we replace this "1, )" by "1;)", then "ZMeft" goes well (without injuring the validity of the proposition)).
Remark. The application of L^ shows that the condition a') for a left dideal 3 is weaker than the condition a). Proof For the sake of completeness and convenience we briefly reproduce
LEMMA 32. Let be 2.Frobenius over B. Assume that the B-right-module A has a direct sumnιand t say Of, which can be (B-right) homomorphically mapped upon B; this is automatically the case with
Hall's proof in the form adapted to our present generalized formation. Expressing 9? as a direct sum of submodules isomorphic to right-ideals generated by The scalar product < , > on SR, 2 induces an (also (1, β) ) scalar product on 9i*, 2", which is also regular and which we denote also by < , >. For a submodule 3?o of 9ϊ we denote by 0f 0 * the intersection 3ϊ 0 Π 3i*. Similarly we set 2o* = 2o Π S* for a submodule 2o of 2 Now, in order to prove our proposition by induction, with respect to n, we assume that the assertion for 3t*,. 2* (and their scalar product < , >), in place of S, 2, (and < , >), is valid. Then our induction argument is divided into several steps. w/9*ί -wβxΐ = ιι;β(*ί -#{') = 0.
We have thus seen
Hence /?(#! -*{' ) = £ + q with Remark. Our theorem fails to cover Satz 9 of Kasch [10] particulary, our by-condition rλxya -xay) =0 is very strong. However, the writers fail to convince themselves of the validity of the proof of [10] , Satz 9.
